Satellite association frequency and number of nucleoli depend on cell cycle duration and NOR-activity. Studies on first, second, and third mitoses of lymphocyte cultures.
In human lymphocyte cultures the frequencies of satellite associations in first, second, and third mitoses were investigated using the BUDR-method. A marked decrease of the association frequency with increasing numbers of cell cycles was found. The number of nucleoli seen in interphase is correlated with the satellite association frequency in the respective metaphase. Satellite association is positively correlated to Ag-staining intensity of the NORs. Individual differences in satellite association are due to differences in NOR activity and in lymphocyte activation. BUDR diminishes somewhat the Ag-staining intensity of the NORs but has no effect on satellite association frequencies. The main reason for the decrease of satellite association frequency in second and third lymphocyte mitoses is presumably a certain dislocation of the original chromosome position during mitosis and a decreased possibility of association during the short interphases. The high association frequency in first mitosis resembles the chromosome position in the long interphase of G0-lymphocytes.